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Cover
Story

The Evolution Of
The Virtual Assistant

By: Kathleen Vargas
In honor of our official name change, I thought
I would take a look back at the evolution of the
virtual assistant. Over the last couple of years, I
have had many people ask me if it is a new “thing”
and one person even asked me if I had invented it,
but the concept of a virtual assistant (VA) has been
around for many years.
While the exact date virtual assistants came to be
is unclear, according to Danny Brown’s article on
Hubpages.com, “The first virtual assistant can be
traced back to the early 1970’s, although this was
by virtue of having a typewriter and a telephone.
It wasn’t until the introduction of word processors
and the Internet that the term virtual assistant
really took shape, which took until the 1980’s and
the introduction of computer networks.” Then with
the rise in popularity/availability of the Internet,
the VA industry exploded. Now tasks from email
monitoring to transcription to travel arrangements
can all be handed over to a VA; giving back
precious time to the business owner to grow their
business.

My personal transition from traditional employee to
virtual business owner didn’t happen overnight; it
happened little by little over the course of almost
two decades. I, along with many other employees,
delved into the world of virtual assistance while
working from home for a day when a child was
home sick. This taste of virtual assistance
eventually transitioned into working from home for
longer periods of time during maternity leaves.
But school was the real catalyst for my transitionI had classes during part of the normal 9-5 work
day, but was able to put in additional hours later
in the day from my home. Utilizing email, phone,

fax, etc., I was able to complete work at home
that my boss would have otherwise needed to hire
an additional part-time employee to complete. I
enjoyed this virtual setup in several of my places
of employment, unaware that there was not only a
term to describe what I was doing, but people were
operating successful businesses specializing in these
services! After a series of events that ultimately
presented me with an opportunity, I took the leap
of faith necessary and opened the virtual doors to
The Office Virtuoso.

Being a virtual assistant is an ideal job, but it’s
not for everyone; you must have the ability to
be organized, independent, and trust-worthy in
addition to needing the obvious clerical capabilities.
Because, as the Bureau of Labor Statistics
Occupational Outlook Handbook for 2010-11 points
out, “Secretaries and administrative assistants are
increasingly assuming responsibilities once reserved
for managerial and professional staff.”
What an evolution from the days when the
secretary physically sat at a desk in the company
office to today when the small business owner
works from their home office to complete
administrative tasks for companies all over the
world. No matter what you call them - the virtual
assistant’s time has come. z
Kathleen Vargas is a Virtual Assistant and the
owner of The Office Virtuoso. Kathleen has been
assisting senior-level management for over 15
years. To find out more about Kathleen or how
partnering with a Virtual Assistant can assist your
business, visit http://www.theofficevirtuoso.com/or
email Kathleen at kvargas@theofficevirtuoso.com.
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Employee Versus Subcontractor Issues
By: Cary Christian
Forward by: Lily Chambers
Whether you are a ‘traditional employer”, a
consultant, a Virtual Assistant, or whatever type
of business you run it is extremely important for
anyone who works with other people to have a
clear understanding of the differences between an
employee and a subcontractor. The entire issue
can be very confusing and I have encountered
with many virtual professionals (as well as with my
own business) instances of potential clients being
concerned that the IRS may consider a Virtual
Assistant/Virtual Professional to be classified as
employees, rather than subcontractors, with the
tax consequences and possible penalties that come
with misclassifications. This distinction is especially
important for multi-VA firms to be sure that they
properly classify the other VAs that work with them.
As business owners we SHOULD be safe from
misclassifications, however, being aware of the
IRS considerations will help every business owner
understand the differences and (hopefully) be
better able to clarify the distinctions with potential
clients, as well.
This article clearly explains how the IRS views
employees and subcontractors. If you still have
any questions regarding your situation, be sure
and contact a qualified employment attorney to get
proper clarification.
******
It has been estimated that hiring an employee costs
at least 25 percent more than hiring a subcontractor
to perform the same work. You have to match the
employee’s Social Security and Medicare tax, pay
for workmen’s compensation insurance, liability
insurance, provide benefits, and the list goes on.  A
lot of red tape and a lot of additional cost goes out
the window when the “employee” can be classified
as a contractor.
Many businesses have attempted to classify workers
as independent contractors when they were, in
fact, employees. Many businesses have been put
out of business by the Internal Revenue Service for
doing so.  If you make this misclassification and
the IRS audits you, they will perform the reclass
to employee and recalculate the taxes you should

have withheld, calculate interest and penalties,
possibly hit you and any other responsible party
with the 100 percent penalty, and bill you for all of
the above. It won’t matter if the contractor paid
the taxes or not.  If they did, you will have to find
them and prove that they did in order to receive
credit for taxes they paid. The IRS will assume that
the contractor/employees paid none of their taxes.
The end result of such a reclassification is usually
more than a business can bear and you can expect
absolutely no mercy!
You may also run into similar problems if the
contractor is hurt on your premises and wants
to collect workmen’s compensation or if he gets
sued for damages and either doesn’t have his own
liability insurance or is underinsured. I think you
get the picture. It can get plenty ugly!
The IRS has developed a list of 20 factors it uses
to test employee or subcontractor status. The
Department of Labor and state boards will normally
follow these as well. Here are the twenty factors
you should be aware of before deciding to call an
employee an independent contractor.

1

Does the business require the worker to
follow their instructions on how work is to be
performed? If yes, this indicates employee status.
An independent contractor will generally decide how
the project should be completed and use his own
methodology.

2

Does the business provide training to the
worker? If you’re hiring a person for a job they are
not trained for and providing them with the training
to carry it out, that person is probably an employee.
There can be exceptions based on the facts and
circumstances, but if you fail this test, you might
lose no matter how many of the others you pass.

3

Are the worker’s services a substantial
or integral part of the business? This indicates
employee status because it indicates the business
maintains direction and control over the worker.

4

Does the business require the worker to
perform all services personally? Independent
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XXX
Employee
Versus Subcontractor Issues
Continued...

contractors may have their own employees or
at least should have the option of hiring other
contractors to perform their work. Agreements for
personal services indicate employee status.

5

Does the business hire, supervise and pay the
worker’s assistants? If so, this is a strong indication
of employee status. Let the independent contractor
pay his or her own assistants.

6

Does the business have an ongoing
relationship with the worker? This one is a
stretch since many businesses maintain lifelong
relationships with contractors whose work they like.
But the IRS views this as an indication of employee
status.

7

Does the business set the worker’s schedule
and hours? Independent contractors generally
set their own work schedules. If the contractor
must work certain hours because of required
interrelationships with your employees or to take
advantage of down time for computer-related work,
document these facts.

8

Does the business require the worker fulltime? This is an indication of employee status
because the business controls their availability and
prevents them from working on other clients.

9

Does the business provide the workspace?
Contractors who work off-site are more likely to be
classified an independent contractor.

10

Does the business determine the order or
sequence in which work is completed? Indicates
employee status.  If specific schedules are required,
document them in the contract with the reasoning
for doing so.

11

Does the business require oral or written
reports? The IRS believes regular written or oral
reports detailing the work completed indicates
employee status. In reality, this is, and should be,
expected from independent contractors as well.

12

Does the business pay by the hour, week
or month? This indicates employee status. See our
comments at the end of this article on this issue.

13

Does the business pay expenses? This
is an indication that the business is directing the
independent contractor’s business activities. Make
sure the independent contractor pays the expenses
and bills you for reimbursement.

14

Does the business provide tools
and equipment for the worker? Independent
contractors would normally provide their own tools
and equipment.

15

Does the worker have a significant
investment in their own facilities? If the contractor
maintains his own office space, computer
equipment, tools, etc., this is a good indication that
they are an independent contractor.

16

Does the worker have profits and losses
independent of the business? This is an indication
that the contractor is running his own bona fide
business and is an independent contractor.

17

Does the worker have multiple clients?
Working with multiple clients generally indicates
independent contractor status.

18

Does the worker market their services to
the general public? Employees do not generally
market their services to the general public.

19

Does the business have the right to
discharge the worker at any time? This suggests
employee status. An independent contractor would
only be discharged for failure to meet contract
specifications.

20

Does the worker have the right to quit
at any time? An independent contractor is under
contract and cannot quit until the project is
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Employee Versus Subcontractor Issues
XXX
Continued...
completed.
The purpose of these factors is to attempt to
determine whether the employer has the right to
control the worker, how, when and where the work
is performed, and the amount of investment the
worker has in his own business. The higher degree
of control the employer has over the worker, the
more likely the IRS will classify the worker as an
employee.
As you can see, there is a high degree of
subjectivity in these tests. Some consultants will
tell you that you’re in danger if your worker falls
into the employee category on more than 7 to 9 of
these guidelines. I can tell you from experience
that you may be in trouble if you fail on only three
or four! The test is highly subjective and an IRS
agent may feel strongly that the requisite control is
evidenced even if you pass most of the guidelines
with flying colors.
The entire point of looking at these guidelines
and applying them to your particular facts and
circumstances is to determine if classification as an
independent contractor is worth the risk and, if you
decide that it is, to determine how to shore up your
position before the work begins. At a minimum you
should do each of the following to make sure your
case is as strong as it can be.
1. Put your agreement with the independent
contractor in writing. Include a description of
the project, the expected duration, the amount
to be paid and how it is to be paid, a paragraph
specifically acknowledging that the worker is
an independent contractor, and as many other
details as can be agreed on. Specify that the
worker must supply his own insurances. Ask for
the insurance certificates and keep them on file.

contractor. Even if the contract is for an hourly
rate, let the contractor maintain the records of
hours worked and bill you for them. You may,
of course, keep your own records to verify his.
5. If at all possible, do not pay on an hourly basis.
You may have to, but if possible break down
the amounts to be paid based on deliverables
throughout the life of the project. You may pay
periodic draws to aid the contractor’s cash flow,
but make sure the contractor accounts for them
on his bills as draws against his billing for the
deliverables.
6. If the project runs over the original budget and
the original contract terms, address this issue
in writing. If you’re prepared to pay the extra
fees, add a contract addendum to cover it. If
the project scope changes and you require
additional work, add a contract addendum for
that as well.
Even with the above documentation there is no
guarantee that you will prevail if the IRS comes
knocking. But without such documentation, you
may be risking your business! z
Posted at http://www.peaksbc.com/Articles/
employee_vs_independent_contract.htm.
Reprinted with permission. (c) 2003, 2004 Peak
Small Business Center.

2. Get a completed I-9 form from the worker and
be prepared to issue a 1099 at year’s end.
3. Save any promotional materials, proposals, etc.
that the contractor has given you. Also save
the promotional materials, proposals, etc. that
you got from other contractors competing for
your work. Document why you selected this
contractor.
4. Pay only on invoices submitted to you by the
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Team Versus Rolodex
By: Butterfli O’Shea
Whether you are a sole proprietor or the leader of a
large business, it’s important to consider yourself as
part of a team in order to cultivate your clientele.
You are a team member with those clients you
already have and a team member of clients you
have yet to do business with. You are also on a
team with those you consult with.
The first step to being a good team member is
with communication. Talk about your business
at any opportunity. Always be prepared to tell
your name, your business’ name and a brief
description of your business services. Learn to feel
comfortable talking about money and your fees in
a business conversation. Model how you perceive
a professional person looks and behaves in a
business meeting or conversation. These details
show you are confident, prepared and ready to
work, which helps people become comfortable and
more communicative and interested in what your
business has to offer them.
Second, listen to what your clients and target
clients are saying they need and why. Ask openended questions; be neutral and reframe on
interpretation to ensure all relevant details are
shared. Not only does this tell you about your
client and their needs, it may also give you ideas
about how you can help them and how you can
accommodate their preferences. You don’t have
to sell your business, per se; become a consultant
to better understand their needs by cultivating a
relationship. This collaboration helps build your
business by showing you are interested and
motivated. Remember to make note of their name,
business, needs and preferences with which to refer
when planning a strategy for doing business with
them.

people with consideration as you would like to be
treated.
This last point is important in any situation, and it
can make or break your business. Have an ethical
code you stand by in all situations, one that people
can rely on when they do business with you. Keep
your commitments and follow through promptly.
No one likes to be kept waiting, especially if it
becomes apparent you will not keep your word. This
will gain and keep their trust and them coming back
for more of your services.
Clients are people who are not just an impersonal
listing in a rolodex or e-mail list. They have needs
and passions too, and that is what you need to
connect with in order to obtain and retain their
business. z
Butterfli O’Shea, owner of Virtual USA Office, is
a virtual business support professional providing
administrative and accounting support services
for over 12 years. Virtual USA Office is committed
to building business relationships with companies
and individuals that promote ethical and
effective business practices. Visit http://www.
VirtualUSAOffice.com or contact her at Butterfli@
VirtualUSAOffice.com.

My third suggestion is to be willing to hire a
business coach or consultant if you need any help
practicing or developing the above skills. A neutral
opinion can be very beneficial in helping you find
any blind spots prudent for you to develop. For
example, a friend or family member may not see a
mannerism as distracting as someone new to you
might. If you are not comfortable about talking
business with people, they will know and not gain
the confidence in you necessary for them to
purchase your services. Be your best professional
self. Remember the golden rule, which is treating all
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Tech Times: The Tickler File & Other Tools
By: Mattie Hayes Stokes
The Tickler File:

next month arrives take out the contents and
delegate them to the daily files for that month.

Do you have all of the latest electronic and digital
tools but find yourself still trying to deal with piles
of paper on your desk? You may have thought
that your PDA (Blackberry, Treo, iPhone, etc.),
eCalendar, personal/business contact software, etc.
would take care of every detail of your life; but yet
you still have piles of papers. So, what’s a selfemployed professional to do? Hmmm …. maybe
you need to try using a low tech, “old school”
management tool: The “tickler file”.

Some use this system in tandem with their
electronic scheduling/reminder ‘tickler’ system, i.e.,
Thunderbird (with lightning), Outlook, etc. For any
items in your electronic ‘tickler’ system, keep the
accompanying paperwork in your physical tickler
file and use your electronic scheduler/reminder
application to notify you when something is due and
where the material is located.

Traditionally, a tickler file physically holds things
you want to remember that are in a “to-do” but
“not now” status such as: client folders, bills,
invoices, pieces of paper, tickets to the game or
theater, forms or agendas for meetings at a future
date, travel tickets, maps, documents that come in
the mail, etc.

Dragon NaturallySpeaking Preferred Version (check
the Resource Directory or your local office supply
store) - Based on industry and consumer reviews
found on the internet, this is the most well known
name in voice recognition software, especially
for the PC platform. It has been rated as having
excellent accuracy in translating voice to commands
and text, responding well to commands and quickly
recognizing and executing those commands. It
is also reported to have very good navigation
capabilities.

The Tickler File can be set up in something as
simple as an accordion file with numbered daily
slots and labeled monthly slots. If you need a
larger space , you can always use file folders: one
for each month, labeled January-December and one
for each day of the month, labeled 1-31. Using,
this system, you can set reminders for up to a year
in advance.

Check your tickler file daily.  Each day, empty the
contents of the current date’s slot into your inbox
(if you’re using folders, once emptied, place the
daily folder behind the next month’s folder). Now,
take the appropriate action on the documents now
in your inbox. If you cannot get to a document
right away, simply move it to another day’s file. If
you know you will be away for a day, or a few days,
check all of those files before you leave.  Place
items or events that extend beyond the current
month, in the appropriate month’s file. When the

Speech Recognition Software:

MacSpeech Dictate 1.3 (http://www.nuance.com/
naturallyspeaking/products/macintosh/for-the-mac.
asp) - Manufactured exclusively for the Macintosh
platform, this software is based on the same voice
recognition technology as Dragon NaturallySpeaking
and is rated as an exceptional voice recognition
software package. But, it of course has the look
and feel of a Mac.
Cleanup Tools:
Ccleaner (http://www.piriform.com/ccleaner) –
This is a highly rated free tool that removes
temporary and unused files from your PC system
including Internet online usage traces. You can
configure it to select which items to look for and
clean and which items to ignore. You can also
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Tech Times
Continued...

specify which cookies should not be deleted. It is
certified to not contain any Spyware or Adware.  
Cool PlugIns: (courtesy quick tips from Pat Flynn
of The Smart Passive Income Blog)

•

•
•
RSS Footer (http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/
rss-footer/) – This Wordpress plugin is used to
insert a footer of text or html on the end of your
RSS feed. Wordpress describes it as a plugin that
“… makes it easy to add a line of content to the
beginning or the end of all the articles in your
feeds, for instance to display a link back to your
blog.” Pat Flynn offers other excellent suggestions
of how you can use this plugin: “Use this to add
any number of things into the footer of your RSS
feed that will enhance the reader experience, for
example: A simple “Thank you for subscribing to
the RSS feed” note - a nice little touch that goes a
long way.
•

Links to your social media profiles, such
as Twitter, Facebook or LinkedIn. Many
people only read your RSS feed and
never visit your website, so they’ll never
see those Follow Me or Join Me buttons
on your page.

If you want to get fancy, you can put
in some php code to include “related
articles” - something I learned from
subscribing to J.D.’s feed over at
GetRichSlowly.com. It’s a great way to
keep your readers reading your content
after they’re done with a particular blog
post.
A link to a page on your blog that has
an opt-in page for a newsletter or free
eBook.
Other special notes just for your RSS
readers.”

Pretty Link (http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/
pretty-link/) - This is a Wordpress plugin that not
only can shorten any links that you want, it can also
keep your domain name in the resulting link. Also,
according to Wordpress: “ In addition to creating
clean links, Pretty Link tracks each hit on your URL
and provides a full, detailed report of where the
hit came from, the browser, os and host.” Pretty
Link Pro is available for those who want even more
automation capabilities. z
Enjoy! z
Mattie Hayes Stokes is an Online Small Office
Business Operations Analyst and Principal of Just
In Time! Virtual Assistant. She helps self-employed
professionals to solve operational problems and
to streamline business processes. Check out her
website, www.JustInTimeVA.com for free resources
and a valuable ebook callled “Can Your Business
Run Without You? A Business Operations Manual
Quick Start Guide: Just Fill-In the Blanks”.
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Virtual Professional Spotlight - Candy Beauchamp
the second one.

By: Rebecca Thompson

When you get a client and they like your work, get
a testimonial and ask for referrals. Referral/wordof-mouth marketing is the absolute best marketing!

Welcome to the Virtual Professional spotlight! This
issue our spotlight is focused on Candy Beauchamp
of OffAssist!
Candy is the Chief Number Cruncher of OffAssist
and brings to it a background heavily steeped in
bookkeeping for small to mid-sized businesses. Her
clients consist of Real Estate Agents and Coaches.
She grew up near Charleston, SC and spent several
years in Honolulu, HI before moving to Austin, TX in
1998. OffAssist began as a concept in 1999 and
officially opened its doors in 2002. In her spare
time, she enjoys reading and spending time with
her two children.
She decided one day to quit her job and thought
that opening her own business would be better for
her. Until she gained enough clients, Candy
determined that she would “work” for 8 hours a
day. She would be in forums and various other
online places learning what she could about owning
and running her own business and networking to
get her name out there.
Two books that she believes are invaluable to any
VA starting out are Entrepreneurial Freedom and
VA The Series. And one piece of advice she gives
new VAs is “You make the rules. Do not ever let
an aggressive client make you change your business practices if you do not want to. At the same
time, try to remain somewhat flexible. Be open to
change, but don’t be a door mat :).” Being a VA
takes time. Time to organize yourself and, most
of all, time to gather clients. It takes some people
months to see their first client, and a year to see

Candy credits her success to her amazing family
and friends, who have stood by her while growing
OffAssist into what it is today. Candy is heavily
involved in the Virtual Assistance industry, serving
as an administrator at VAnetworking.com, founder
of Texas Virtual Assistance League (TexVAL),
founder of 2 Minutes with a VA, as well as being a
Past President of the International Virtual
Assistants Association (IVAA 2007-2008). Aside
from her networking at various places online, she
also has various groups off-line that she likes to go
to, including the Austin Virtual Assistants Meet-up
(in which she is the Organizer) and the E-Women’s
Network.
Candy loves to take photographs. She adores books
and is constantly reading something (her goal each
year is to read 100 books). She loves what she
does for a living and she feels so lucky to have
found a wonderful neighborhood with great friends
in Austin. She has been married to a wonderful
man, Tom (a teacher), since March of 1993. They
have two kids – Jamie was born in October 2000
and Cassie was born in February 2003. Her family
is the single most important thing to her and she
loves to share their wonderful life with those around
her.  She also really enjoys volunteering and finds
many ways to give back to the many communities
of which she is a part.
Candy has won awards during her time as business
owner; one was the VAccolade for Business
Entrepreneur of the Year, in 2008 and she was a
nominee for the Thomas Leonard International
Virtual Assistant of Distinction in 2006 & 2007.
Her certifications include Real Estate Support
Specialist, The IVAA Ethics Check for Virtual
Assistants and the INAA CVA (Certified Virtual
Assistant). She has published articles in journals
such as the ABJ Entrepreneur.com, the Austin
Business District Magazine, The Accent, and on
WritingSpark.com.
Her clients call her “the treasure at the end of the
rainbow” and a “forward thinker.” Candy believes
that no matter how small or large the company is,
that each client should feel like they are the only
client. z
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Increase Your Blog’s Traffic
By: Rebecca Thompson
There is no doubt that blogging is quickly becoming
popular and there’s no stopping its popularity. The
fight for supremacy heats on.  The battle for the
highest ranked blog or the most frequently visited
blog is now at its peak. It is also no surprise that
blogs now are becoming popular because of their
use as a vehicle for earning extra bucks and getting
traffic to your site or to showcase your skills to
position yourself as an expert.
What do you need to increase your blog’s traffic?
All you need to do is to maximize your networking
skills. That’s right! No need for additional special
skills. So how do you start?
There are seven steps you can take:
1.

2.

You need to have a constant appearance
online. You can visit other blogs and
comment on their posts, so that other
bloggers and their readers will see your blog
entries as well. It’s more like a ‘give and
take’ relationship. You can also participate
in blog forums and recommend your
blog to those people who are seeking the
information which your blog provides. Aside
from forums, you can also chat with other
bloggers online.
Write titles that are full of key words so SEO
crawlers can pick them up.

3.

Sign up at bookmarking sites like
Stumbleupon.com, Technorati.com and
mybloglog.com.

4.

Put your blog URL in your signature on all
the forums to which you belong.

5.

Proofread your blog posts 2 times or have
someone proof it for you.

6.

Blog 2-3 times a week. The more you blog
the more often the ‘bots and spiders will
come around.

7.

Put your post on Twitter and FaceBook and
encourage re-tweets and forwards there		
as well.

With these tips and practice writing your blog will
be seen by many and you will have good traffic
to your site. Remember blogs are social and the
author should be more social than the blog. z
Rebecca Thompson is the Owner of CLR Virtual
Connection. She works with Coaches on their Social
Media, is a Certified Social Media Specialist and a
Master Certified Microsoft Office Specialist. Rebecca
is also one of the few Certified Traffic Geyser Virtual
Assistants. She has strong skills in social media,
web 2.0, data entry, internet research (market
and competitor), customer services and contact
management.
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Setting Boundaries: How Far Is Too Far?
By: Serita Diana
We’ve all been there. You get a new client you think
is going to be the perfect client and you’re willing to
go the extra mile just to keep them. Be warned if
this is the attitude you have been taking with your
business, because you may not like what you end
up with as a client. Then again, you may end up
with them not as a client at all.

accepts then it’s not going to feed or clothe
your family. Setting yourself up with this kind
of client even once will lead to this kind of
exchange being acceptable all the time.

Here are some warning signs you may be letting
your client overstep the bounds and setting the
course for a very rocky relationship.
•

You take their call no matter what time of day it
is. Your office has hours just like any office and
it is best to keep business to those hours only. If
you take that call at 1:30 in the morning it will
be expected over and over again.

•

The client is badgering you for your attention
before he’s even your client. If you receive four
emails demanding you get in touch before you
have even spoken with them then you know
they will be high maintenance. You may do well
to steer clear of this one.

•

Another high maintenance characteristic is when
they suggest that you keep your phone on you
at all times in case they need you. No. Being
virtual does not mean being at anyone’s beck
and call. It’s your business and no one has the
right to tell you how to run it. You’d hardly tell
the client how to run their business, so don’t let
them do this to you either.

•

No it’s not OK to be late with a payment. Yes,
there are extenuating circumstances, but just
like every other company your client does
business with, you also deserve to be paid on
time. Don’t accept this from anyone. You didn’t
work for free when working a J-O-B, so don’t do
it now.

•

If the client doesn’t like your policies, politely
tell them you’d be happy to find someone that
doesn’t mind doing what they ask. You may
think it’s crazy to turn away business, but when
you stick to your guns on this one you’ll only set
yourself up for success.

•

Do not barter your services. If it’s not the same
currency the department store or grocery store

I hope my little list of ways to stop your client by
‘drawing a line in the sand’ has helped you to see
where the potential pitfalls are when you are in
business for yourself. It’s especially difficult when
you first start out, but after time it gets easier;
especially when people start taking you and your
business more seriously because you put your
policies into place early in the game. z
Serita Diana specializes in the the real estate
industry and is the owner of List 2 Close Assistant,
specializing in real estate virtual assistance and
assistance to the small business owner. In addition
to her real estate experience, Serita also has an AA
in Business Management. For more information visit
www.list2closeassistant.com.
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A Disaster Recovery Plan For A Home-based
Business: How Important Is It?
By: Nancy Lynch
Having a disaster recovery plan is something that
we need to think about. When starting a business
we concentrate on how to grow our business not
what to do if something happened to disrupt our
business.

data recovery, works with most already installed
software, continuously backs up your data without
slowing down your computer, and every homebased business should have this service. All the
above should be researched to find what best fits
your needs. Here are a couple of sites.
Carbonite - http://www.carbonite.com
Storage Pipe - http://www.storagepipe.com
What about insurance?

What is a disaster recovery plan?
It is a detailed plan of what to do in the event of a
disaster; it has vital information pertaining to your
business; and helps you get your home business
back up and operating as quickly as possible.

Did you know that 39% of home-based businesses
do not have proper insurance? With some insurance
companies, if they are not aware of a home-based
business and something happens – your house
insurance may become null and void. Do you have
the right insurance policy for your needs? Are
you sure your business insurance covers you for
emergency compensation to purchase equipment
and supplies to quickly get your business up and
running? Research what is best for you.

What should a disaster recovery plan include?
Administrative information should be all company
information, a list of clients and their information,
and insurance and banking information. You will
also need a list for all your equipment, supplies,
and software. These should all have the pertinent
information to easily replace everything. A copy
should be made of everything mentioned above and
a copy kept outside of your home: either in a safety
deposit box or the home of a family member or
friend.
Backing up your data should be done in a few
ways. Always backup your data on to a cd, dvd or
tape. This is a very important step if your computer
develops a virus or crashes, not if your home is
damaged, so it should not be your only form of
backup. An external drive is another way to backup
your data, especially if you have extensive and
sensitive data. Again another important step but
it is not effective if your hard drive is stolen or
destroyed. The last part of the backup is to have
offsite back up service. They are completely secure
(encrypted) to protect privacy, quick and easy

What are other things to consider?
You will also need to have in place a temporary
office location, either a hotel with computer access
or family member or friend. You do not want to
have to think about this should the need arise. You
will also need to have someone you trust to run
your business should you be unable to run it for
a while. They would need an extensive procedure
manual with all your clients’ information.
Have you thought about these scenarios?
Every year 43% of people lose irreplaceable files,
up to 13% of hard drives crash in their first year,
there are more than 1 million viruses in circulation
right now, and only 3 out of every 100 stolen
laptops are ever recovered. (Patty Gale & Diana Ennen @
http://www.virtualwordpublishing.com/home_office_recovery)
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A Disaster Recovery Plan
Continued...

What about natural disasters? Thousands of home
businesses are affected each year by fires, floods,
and tornados, just to mention a few.

For sample plans and more information visit the
following sites.
Http://www.disasterrecoveryworld.com/
http://www.csoonline.com/article/204450/
business_continuity_and_disaster_recovery_
planning_the_basics
z

If something happened today, would you be able
to get your business back up and running quickly?
Would others know how to contact your clients if
something happened to you? A disaster recovery
plan is essential for your home-based business. So
start working on your plan today!

Nancy Lynch owns and operates Nancy’s Virtual
Office providing innovation, creativity, and support
in helping you grow your business. For more
information about Nancy’s Virtual Office visit her
website at http://www.virtualnancy.ca.
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How To Build A Unique Brand Identity
By: Dan Janal
For small businesses and entrepreneurs to get
clients today, your brand must stand out and be
unique. How many times have you heard that
message? Probably too many times. Yet, it is true.
But most people don’t know how to be unique.
Here are a few tips on how to brand yourself
properly.
Legendary trainer Bob Pike talks about being “a
category of one.” I like that positioning! What he
is saying is that when people think of a solution
provider, only one name comes to mind. You want
that name to be you. Adopt the “category of one”
mindset that you and only you can accomplish this
task.
Now the question turns to “what is that task or
solution?” Let me explain by focusing on what it is
not. It is not being everything to everyone. Nearly
every new entrepreneur and small business makes
this mistake.
It isn’t bad to have lots of solutions or features,
of course, but it makes it hard to stand out and
be a category of one. That’s because everyone
else is doing the same thing and sending the same
messages. You might be great, but it’s hard to
stand out when your message and market is the
same as everyone else’s.

will match your passion as well as your experience.
Here’s another way to define a niche.  I have a
number of clients who are women authors who
have written books about dating. This is another
area in which you can become a category of one.
That’s because these books focus on women at
different stages of their lives -- young and single,
divorced with kids, divorced with no kids. Divorced
with kids under a certain age, widows, young
widows, old widows. It was fascinating to see
because each group had its own unique issues. For
example, what do you tell the children? Do you
introduce the man to the children? Do you let the
man sleep over? The answers would vary if the
children were pre-teen, teen or adult.
If you take these examples and apply them to your
business and your message, you will be closer to
building a brand that identifies you as unique and a
true “category of one.” z
To learn more about Dan’s coaching and consulting
services, go to www.PRLEADSPLUS.com. For a free
report on how to get your message printed in top
tier media websites, go to http://www.prleadsplus.
com/get-printed-on-toptier-media/

The true answer in defining how to stand out is to
pick a niche and be the leader in that niche. For
example, I received an email the other day for
someone who was promoting a message of how to
start a business -- not unique. But he was focusing
on the 50 and older man who just got laid off or
who took a buyout package. Now that’s great
thinking! If you are in that target market and you
searched Google for a consultant to help you, you’d
find lots of people.  But if you were just cashing
your severance check wouldn’t you want to work
with someone who understands what it is like to
be 57 and trying to figure out what to do with the
rest of your life? That’s a different skill set and a
different mindset than someone who helps anyone
and everyone start a business. The same logic
holds true for vertical markets. For example, if you
wanted to start a fashion business, wouldn’t you
want someone who understands the ins and outs of
that industry instead of a jack-of-all-trades?
To brand yourself as a category of one, you must
find your niche.  This niche probably -- hopefully --
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Business Intelligence - Project Management Tips
By: Jason Dove
Good Business Intelligence will provide answers
to your questions. Great Business Intelligence will
answer the questions you wish you had asked.
So how do you ensure that your Business
Intelligence is great Business Intelligence?
The first step is to develop a definitive picture of
what you want the BI to deliver. Never lose track of
your core idea: BI should provide answers to your
questions. Initially, I would advise that you produce
a list of dreams and desirables. Ignore whether
data is actually available in this first step.
A good Business Intelligence professional will often
be able to derive information from existing data
where it would seem impossible - let them decide
what is achievable and what is not. It's extremely
common for a BI implementation to highlight the
benefit for new streams of data to be collected and
stored.
Joe's Garage has expanded beyond all expectations
through diligence and the use of Business
Intelligence. As a result of this success, Joe has
expanded the types of data he records and now, as
well as customer and completed job records, the
company also retains information on employee time
keeping, job timings and costings, and a host of
other areas of business.

is highly recommended, as expert guidance is
crucial in making the most of the opportunity. In my
previous article I discussed the options available for
hiring in expert help, and gave some handy pointers
on pricing and negotiating contracts.
Joe has an in depth look at the data he and his
staff have gathered over the past few months and
makes some rough notes on areas of interest. The
main core of Joe's focus is staff efficiency and work
standards.
Whether you decide to use an in-house developer,
or bring in a specialist consultant to execute your
project, you will need a general understanding of
reporting to be able to communicate your goals and
requirements effectively.
Types of Reports
There are a few distinct categories of report styles,
and the type of report you choose will determine
how successfully the report will meet its objective.
The following list describes the basic types, which
will give you an idea of the features and advantages
of each. Please note, there are no hard and fast
rules, and reports can be a mix of these types
tailored to your specific requirements:
•

Detail Reports - Essentially a list of all the
information of interest. These are great for
identifying particular records or problems.
Additional formatting can be used to highlight
records that may be of interest.

•

Summary Reports - These provide totalled
summaries of the data that is of interest, such
as hours spent on a particular task in a week.
The range of options for the type of summary
total is extensive - average, sum, percent,
count - to name a few (Crystal Reports has
nineteen different types of summary). Results of
Summary Reports are often displayed in charts
for clarity.

•

Drilldown Reports - This is like a Summary
Report, but has the added feature that when
you click on any summary total, the report
displays the detailed data that makes up that
summary.

•

Dashboards - These are a collection of Summary
Reports, usually viewed in graph form with a

As more information is collected Joe becomes
increasingly excited about new opportunities.
Start here...
With wish-list in hand, confer with anyone who may
have an insight into the information your company
is storing. Now is the time to track down any
information that anyone may be tracking on their
personal spreadsheet etc. It can all be reported on
and analysed, and can all be of benefit.
If your company has Database Administrators,
they are likely to be more aware of what data is
available than anyone else. Most IT, administrative
and management roles involve elements of data
collection, recording and monitoring, so prepare to
be surprised by the scope of your existing data.
With your increased knowledge it is at this point
that bringing in a Business Intelligence consultant
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Business Intelligence Tips
Continued...

minimum of numeric values displayed, and
are designed to give the viewer an immediate
overview of a particular set of related
information.
These options, either individually or used in
conjunction, will meet virtually all business
requirements no matter what the business sector.
Joe wants the freedom to look closely at all his
data and so opts for drilldowns on all his reports.
This allows him to investigate the cause of any
summarized results that catch his attention. He
particularly likes the idea of being able to compare
employee work rates, and then look more closely
into the data to see whether any patterns emerge.
Date Ranges
Every report must specify the time span from which
data is to be reported. It is important to make the
right choice, and very much worth taking the time
to give it careful consideration. In a lot of cases
your decision will depend on what the information is
needed for. For example a report which shows data
from the previous six months in summary, with the
current month's data shown on a day by day chart
and in summary, is an invaluable tool for a manager
to track their progress daily during the month.
However, if you want to measure the performance
of a third party provider, measuring in four week
blocks rather than months (which vary in length)
is the only way to view performance consistently.
Another common requirement for this type of report
is to differentiate between work carried out during
a standard working day and that which is resolved
"outside of hours".
Comparing seasonal sales can also be of great
importance depending on the type of business you
are in.
The software used to create Business Intelligence
reports is capable of producing any variation of date
ranges imaginable, so some thought is required to
take maximum advantage of all these possibilities.
A good BI consultant will provide guidance and
suggest viable options.
Frequency
How often do you want to view the information?

This can also have an impact on the date ranges
used for the report and should be considered when
setting up a schedule for when reports are run.
Initially Joe wants a one off set of reports to show
how his company is currently performing. However,
he plans on making several changes based on
this analysis and wants to monitor how they alter
profits.
Joe re-runs the reports weekly for the first month
to monitor the initial impact of his changes, and
decides that a monthly run will give enough
information thereafter.
Distribution
Once a report is developed it must be run to collect,
manipulate and display the requested data, and the
results communicated to the people who need to
view it.
This can be done as a manual process, running
the report and then either saving it to a suitably
accessible drive, or emailing to the intended
recipients.
However, specialist software is available for this
purpose, and reports can be scheduled to run
automatically at specified time interval, and results
sent to recipients in a convenient format (usually
Excel or PDF).
The size and scope of your project will determine
whether specialist software is a worthwhile
investment.
I discuss Distribution in greater detail in later
articles.
The Development Process
Business Intelligence implementations are a
different animal to other IT development and should
be treated as such.
Traditionally, a design document is written to client
specifications and once this is signed off as correct
and complete, the software is developed and the
project is considered finished. Any change to the
software after this point incurs additional cost.
Developing BI reports however, should be a more
fluid and iterative process. All efforts should be
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Business Intelligence Tips
Continued...

taken to identify what is needed before work
commences, but the first draft of the developed
report should be treated as just that, a first draft.
Many consultants will try to set requirements in
stone as early as possible. This is usually done
with the best of intentions, but by accepting a rigid
template from the outset, there is a high likelihood
of a compromise in the quality and scope of the
finished reports.
There are many factors to consider, some
subjective, or which seem a good idea in theory, but
in reality do not achieve the desired results. The
result of Joe's initial meeting with Patrick generated
more ideas for reports than Joe could realistically
use or would be affordable in the short term.
Joe is toying with the idea of staff bonuses and so
decides to focus exclusively on the times associated
with different jobs. This is to encompass the
performance variations between jobs completed on
different days of the week, morning or afternoon,
employee undertaking the job.
After viewing the first draft reports and further
discussion with Patrick, Joe decides to have the
various information presented with one report for
ease of reference, but knows this is as much work
as producing three separate reports.

the effort to fine-tune the report exactly to the
customers needs.
Patrick supplies a set of "prototype reports" which
Joe looks over. Other than a couple small changes,
the reports are exactly what Joe had envisaged.
However, after using them for a couple of days Joe
decides that one report needs to be altered. Patrick
looks at the report and they agree that it does
match the initial requirements exactly.
Joe is sure that, after viewing the other reports,
he wants the information in a different format. He
decides that he will keep the report in its original
format as well, and so it is clear that the new
format report is an extra requirement.
As this new report is derivative of the original it
does not take a lot of work to develop, so Patrick is
able to produce it at an affordable price.
So, in short...
To recap, here is a list of the basic steps involved in
a Business Intelligence implementation.
Identify the Questions You Want Answered
Look Over Your Company Databases and See What
You Have

When is development complete?

Utilise Expert Help to Set a Solid and Agreed BI
Implementation Scope

Ideally, a report should only be signed off once its
target audience has viewed, and ideally used the
report with real data.

Evaluate the Developed Reports and Test Their
Suitability

Minor requests are common at this stage. Often
small adjustments are required to take account
of factors which were not apparent at the time of
the initial design discussion, but become obvious
when viewing the report for real. For example,
perhaps two columns which tend to be compared
are illustrated at opposite ends of the report, thus
requiring repositioning.
Many consultancies are not fond of this approach as
it gives the customer the freedom to make changes
to their brief and requirements after work has
already been done.
Personally though, I find that if the original
requirements analysis is done correctly, any
alterations needed later are minimal and worth

With All Alterations in Place, Sign-off the
Implementation as Complete
And finally, reap the rewards of great Business
Intelligence! z
Jason Dove is the author of “Crystal Reports
Formulas Explained” and a senior consultant at Scry
Business Intelligence, who has specialised in Crystal
Reports and Business Intelligence his entire career,
utilising it for everything, from selling paint to
counter-terrorism. He has provided BI consultancy
for some of the largest companies in the UK,
and is now working to bring benefits of Business
Intelligence to SME's. Read his FREE start guide to
Crystal Reports at http://www.scry-bi.com/shop/
detailsStartGuide.php
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Subscribe to TVE Magazine

This Ezine was created to assist both Virtual Entrepreneurs and brick/mortar entrepreneurs.
Whether you are just starting out in your new business or you are a veteran entrepreneur, you will
benefit from the TVE!
You will find helpful tips, tricks, and how-to’s as well as up-to-date articles written by entrepreneurs
just like you. These article will encompass all facets of working virtually and of being an
entrepreneur. We are dedicated to helping promote, assist, and create new avenues for your needs.
To get the most recent ezines as they are published, sign up at www.tvemagazine.com/subscribe.

Get Involved With TVE Magazine

We are always looking for new articles to publish in future issues of the magazine. The article submission specs are located at:
www.tvemagazine.com/article-submission/
We are seeking articles written by Entrepreneurs of every stripe! Submitted articles can range
from specific niches to tech reviews, tips/tricks, etc.; anything that is of interest to entrepreneurs
(virtual or brick/mortar).

Advertise In TVE Magazine!

Your ad will be seen by over 1200 readers each month and both the VP Directory and Resource
Directory are also online at www.tvemagazine.com.
The advertising rates are as follows:
1/4 page (3.5”w x 5”h) OR (7.5”w x 2.5”h) - $15.00 per issue
1/2 page (7.5”w x 5”h) - $25.00 per issue
Full page (7.5”w x 10”h) - $45.00 per issue
Virtual Professional Directory - $6.00 per year (includes 1 category listing, addt’l categoryies $1.00/ea)
Resource Directory (1.3” square box or 4.88”w x .63”h banner)
12 month listing - $90
9 month listing - $78
6 month listing - $54
3 month listing - $28
For more information email advertise@tvemagazine.com or visit www.tvemagazine.com to sign up!
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Not Enough Clients? What’s In Your Way?
By: C.J. Hayden
What’s stopping you from getting all the clients
you want? Do you know? The answer to this one
question may be the key to making your marketing
more successful.

whether making changes in one of these areas
might be exactly the fix your marketing needs.

It would seem from the questions people ask me
about marketing that everyone is trying to fix just
one type of problem -- how to fill their marketing
pipeline with more new prospects.
“What else should I be doing to attract potential
clients?” they ask. “Where else can I go to find
people who might hire me?” or “How can I be more
visible online so people will contact me?” or “Should
I be finding prospects by cold calling, using Twitter,
running ads, giving talks, writing articles...?”
All their questions -- and it seems all their efforts -are aimed at finding ways to make contact with new
people who might become clients. And every time
they identify another activity that might help their
pipeline get fuller, they want to add it to their evergrowing to-do list.
But is this really what’s stopping them from getting
more clients? Is this what’s stopping you? If you are
already marketing yourself in four or five different
ways, will increasing that to seven or eight different
ways produce better results? Or alternatively, if you
drop everything you’re doing now, and start using
four or five brand new marketing approaches, will
that do the trick?
In my experience, it probably won’t. Continuing
to try new and different approaches to fill your
marketing pipeline will more often result in
overwhelm, wasted effort, and failure than it will in
new clients.
Instead of trying to fix your marketing by just
seeking out more ways to meet people or collect
names, email addresses and phone numbers, stop
for a moment. What is the problem you’re trying to
solve? In other words, what’s really getting in the
way of your marketing success?
Listed below are the five most common marketing
problems, and questions to ask yourself to see
which ones might be yours. They’re presented in
order of priority -- problem #1 needs to be fixed
before tackling problem #2, and so on. Consider

1. HANDS-ON TIME: Are you spending enough
time proactively marketing? Not just getting
ready to market, or thinking about how to
market, or feeling resistant to marketing, but
actually taking steps that will lead directly to
landing clients?
If you’re not spending enough time marketing
your business, fixing other problem areas won’t
help much. Start keeping track of how much
time you spend actively marketing each week.
Most independent professionals find they need
to spend from 4-16 hours weekly -- less when
you’re busy with paying work; more when
you’re not.
2. TARGET MARKET: Do you have a clearly defined
target market which you can describe in five
words or less? Does this market already know
they need your services? And are you spending
most of your time marketing to exactly that
group?
Once you feel confident you are dedicating
enough time to marketing, the next hurdle
is making sure you’re marketing to the right
people. Focusing your efforts on a specific target
group with a defined need for your services will
make everything you do more effective.
3. MARKETING MESSAGE: Do your descriptions of
your services name the benefits you offer and
results you produce for your target market? And
are these benefits and results that this market is
looking for? Do you deliver your message every
time you make contact?
Letting prospective clients know exactly how you
can help them will make the most of the time
you spend marketing to a defined audience.
Your message needs to be clear, focused on the
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Not Enough Clients? What’s In Your Way?
Continued...

client’s needs, and typically delivered multiple
times to the same prospects.
4.

FOLLOW-THROUGH: Do you have a system for
following up with every prospect until they say
either yes or no? Are you able to complete all
the steps for each marketing approach you are
using to make it pay off?
Without follow-through, much of your marketing
effort is wasted. The typical prospect will need
to hear from you (or about you) 5-7 times
before deciding to work with you. And most
marketing approaches need a follow-through
element to succeed. For example, attending
networking events requires post-event followup with the people you meet. Online networking
requires regular participation, not just posting
when you have something to promote.

5. MARKETING APPROACH: Are the strategies and
tactics you are using to reach your market the
most effective approaches available to you? Are
they appropriate for your target market, and a
good match for your skills and personality?

that match your skills and personality are more
likely to succeed because you will actually use them
instead of resisting them.
Once you know what might be stopping your
marketing from being successful, make a
commitment to fix what’s really wrong. Resist
the temptation (and hype) to keep trying new
“silver bullet” marketing tactics or overloading
yourself with endless possibilities. Finding the
best marketing solutions will be much easier when
you’re trying to solve the right problem. z
Copyright © 2010, C.J. Hayden
C.J. Hayden is the author of Get Clients Now!™
Thousands of business owners and independent
professionals have used her simple sales and
marketing system to double or triple their income.
Get a free copy of “Five Secrets to Finding All the
Clients You’ll Ever Need” at www.getclientsnow.com

Only after addressing the first four problem
areas above should you think about changing
HOW you market. Because in truth, your tactics
may not need to change. Whether you’ve been
marketing yourself with cold calling, public
speaking, or social networking, once you are
spending enough time, marketing to the right
people, delivering a targeted message, and
following through on all your efforts, your
results will improve dramatically.

So finding new or different marketing approaches
-- the place where most people START to fix their
marketing -- is actually the last area to consider.
The most effective approaches are those that
include personal contact with your prospects,
increase your credibility, and lend themselves to
building relationships over time. And, approaches
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To Turn More Prospects Into Paying Clients,You
Must Motivate Them
By: Fabienne Frederickson
When talking about their business, most solopreneurs make the mistake of describing exactly
what they do, in boring detail. “My company has
been in business for X number of years and we
use the newest technology systems. We use a
complicated series of... blah blah blah.” Many
coaches and consultants talk about coaching ad
nauseam, “What is coaching, are you coachable,
what is your coachability index, who is the coach,
blah blah blah”.
I know, because I did it too in the beginning and it
didn’t work.
Hate to say this, but... SO WHAT! Nobody
cares!When I hear someone talk to their prospects
this way, it sends up a big red flag for me: these
people don’t really KNOW what they DO for clients
and they’re losing potential clients every time they
open their mouths and every time someone reads
their materials! The problem is that they’re clearly
not connected enough to their client base to see
what real benefits they bring their clients.
There’s a saying that goes “People don’t care how
much you know, until they know how much you
care.” And until you can tell someone what’s in it for
THEM to work with you, they won’t pay attention to
you or what you’re saying.
Now, there’s nothing wrong with you if you’ve been
doing this, but it’s something that you’ll want to
work on quickly so you don’t let any more ideal
prospects slip through your fingers. It just takes
asking yourself what you really DO for clients, what
results and benefits you get for them and then to
articulate that so that a prospective client looking
for that solution will want to work with YOU.
Let’s look at exactly what your ideal prospects are
motivated by: The Motivators. Below is a list of
the top 10 reasons, results or benefits that make
people buy, according to Jim Edwards and David
Garfinkel in the ebook entitled “Ebook Secrets
Exposed” www.EbookSecretsExposed.com that I
read a bazillion years ago:

Here, according to them, are the most powerful
motivators:
1. Make money
2. Save money
3. Save time
4. Avoid effort
5. Get more comfort
6. Achieve greater cleanliness
7. Attain fuller health
8. Escape physical pain
9. Gain praise
10. Be popular
Now, not every one of these fits your business, and
most likely, yours fall into the top 4 motivators,
unless you’re in healthcare or image, then it usually
falls within the last 6. Either way, it’s time for you
to narrow yours down into motivators from the Top
Ten list above.
What’s so powerful about using “motivators” in
your marketing is that you position yourself as
their ultimate SOLUTION, the one they would do
anything and pay relatively anything to get. When
you can show prospects how you can help them
achieve one of them, they’ll immediately pay more
attention to you.
They’ll want more. You’ll PULL them in. They’ll
call YOU, as opposed to you chasing THEM. It’s
such a beautiful thing to watch when that begins
happening in your business.
Your Assignment:
Circle the motivators that fit your business from
the list above and then list an example of how this
has already happened using real client examples.
Then, sprinkle this throughout all your marketing
materials, your elevator speech, your website, your
signature talk, etc. You’ll have people coming out of
the woodwork wanting to work with you and your
income will increase dramatically, in a very short
time.
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To Turn More Prospects Into Paying Clients
Continued...

You may not be sure where to start with your
elevator speech, signature talk, website, and
everything else you need to do, and that’s OK.
I was there once too. The step-by-step Client
Attraction Home Study SystemTM will show you
everything you need to know. Not only do you get
clear on what clients you should be targeting, how
to create the marketing message that will have
them WANT to work with you and seek you out, but
exactly WHAT to do with your marketing time and
HOW. It’s everything you need to know to fill your
practice quickly; no matter how long you’ve been
in business. All the tools, scripts, templates, and
examples are handed to you on a silver platter. So,
you do step one of the system, and when you’re
done with that, you move on to step two, and so

on. So easy. That’s why my customers have gotten
such great results from it. You can get yours at
TheClientAttractionSystem.com.
2010 Client Attraction LLC. All Rights Reserved.
Fabienne Fredrickson, The Client Attraction Mentor,
is founder of the Client Attraction SystemTM , the
proven step-by-step program that shows you
exactly how to attract more clients, in record time...
guaranteed. To get your F.R.E.E. Audio CD by
mail and receive her weekly marketing & success
mindset articles on attracting more high-paying
clients and dramatically increasing your income,
visit www.ClientAttraction.com .

Virtual Office Goddess: (vûr ch - l) (ŏf ĭs) (gŏd ĭs)

A being of supernatural administrative powers and attributes of business
acumen with a particular talent for small enterprise support through
virtual assistance.
Why hire a mere mortal when you have access to a Goddess?

VA TIP OF THE MONTH
Organize your time wisely. Running your own business is more than the equivalent of working a full-time job. Many entrepreneurs who are completely self-employed
work an average of 60 hours/week on their business between marketing, management, business accounting, and satisfying customer needs. Create a daily schedule to
keep yourself on track with client needs, family needs, and personal time. Don’t forget
to set time in your schedule to keep up on emails, forums, webinars, tele-seminars,
articles, etc. You should also setup a monthly and quarterly schedule for items like
invoicing and tax deposits.
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Virtual Professional Directory
To add your listing to the VP Directory, go to http://www.tvemagazine.com/advertising-rates

General Administrative Support
Deadline Met Virtual Assistant Services

Typing Bug VA Services

Marie Fitzgibbons
Irvine, CA 92604
Phone: 888-508-1580
Email: marie@deadlinemet.com
Website: http://www.deadlinemet.com

Deneen Wilson
Thomasville, GA 31792
Phone: 229-378-0521
Email: deneen@typingbug.com
Website: http://www.typingbug.com

Samurai Office Services

Fiona Rodgers
Cedar Creek, QLD Australia 4207
Phone: +61 488676782
Email: fiona@sosva.com.au
Website: www.samuraiofficeservices.com.au
The Office Virtuoso

Virtual Personal Assistant

Erika Yocom
Albuquerque, NM 87121
Phone: 303-522-3221
Email: erika@vp-assistant.com
Website: www.vp-assistant.com
Virtual Writing & Communications Solutions

Kathleen Vargas
Midlothian, IL 60445
Phone: 708-385-2920
Email: kvargas@theofficevirtuoso.com
Website: www.theofficevirtuoso.com

Mary H. Ruth
Snow Camp, NC 27349
Phone: 336-376-6757
Email: mary@writingVA.com
Website www.writingVA.com

The Virtual Office Goddess

Your Virtual Wizard

Lily E. Chambers
Boulder, Colorado 80308
Phone: 303-437-3712
Email: info@virtualofficegoddess.com
Website: www.virtualofficegoddess.com

Janine Gregor
Ellenton, Florida 34222
Phone: 559-492-7348 (55-Wizard4U)
Email: info@YourVirtualWizard.com
Website: http://www.YourVirtualWizard.com

Bankruptcy Support
MG Virtual Office Solutions

Margie Gibson
Salem, OR 97304
Phone: 877-242-1504
Email: margie@mgvirtualofficesolutions.org
Website: www.mgvirtualofficesolutions.org
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Virtual Professional Directory
Bookkeeping & Accounting
The Virtual Office Goddess, LLC

Lily E. Chambers
Boulder, Colorado 80308
Phone: 303-437-3712
Email: info@virtualofficegoddess.com
Website: www.virtualofficegoddess.com

TMS Bookkeeping and Business Services

Teresa Smith
Crandall, Tx 75114
Phone: 214-789-9937
Email: Teresa@smithteresa.com
Website: www.smithteresa.com

Concierge Services
Shore Office Services

JoCarolee Carpenter
Toms River, NJ 08757
Phone: 732-820 - 1391
Email: jocarolee@comcast.net
Website: www.shoreofficeservices.com

Internet Marketing
CLR Virtual Connection

Rebecca Thompson
Pasadena, Texas 77505
Phone: 281-727-0479
Email: clrvirtualconnection@gmail.com
Website: www.clrvirtualconnection.com

Shore Office Services

JoCarolee Carpenter
Toms River, NJ 08757
Phone: 732-820 - 1391
Email: jocarolee@comcast.net
Website: www.shoreofficeservices.com

Real Estate Support
List 2 Close Assistant

Serita Diana
Sebring, OH 44672
Phone: 330-851-3042
Email: serita@list2closeassistant.com
Website: www.list2closeassistant.com

The Virtual Office Goddess

Lily E. Chambers
Boulder, Colorado 80308
Phone: 303-437-3712
Email: info@virtualofficegoddess.com
Website: www.virtualofficegoddess.com

Social Media
CLR Virtual Connection

Rebecca Thompson
Pasadena, Texas 77505
Phone: 281-727-0479
Email: clrvirtualconnection@gmail.com
Website: www.clrvirtualconnection.com

Shore Office Services

JoCarolee Carpenter
Toms River, NJ 08757
Phone: 732-820 - 1391
Email: jocarolee@comcast.net
Website: www.shoreofficeservices.com
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Virtual Professional Directory
Translation Services
Shore Office Services

JoCarolee Carpenter
Toms River, NJ 08757
Phone: 732-820 - 1391
Email: jocarolee@comcast.net
Website: www.shoreofficeservices.com

Virtual Paralegal Services
Starr Paralegals

Pamela J. Starr
Marietta, GA 30062
Phone: 404-317-0129 | Fax: 678-668-7954
Email: pjstarr@starrparalegals.com
Website: www.starrparalegals.com

The Virtual Office Goddess

Lily E. Chambers
Boulder, Colorado 80308
Phone: 303-437-3712
Email: info@virtualofficegoddess.com
Website: www.virtualofficegoddess.com

Website Services
CLR Virtual Connection

Rebecca Thompson
Pasadena, Texas 77505
Phone: 281-727-0479
Email: clrvirtualconnection@gmail.com
Website: www.clrvirtualconnection.com
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Resource Directory
Click on ad to follow link…
Communication

Domain Administration/Hosting

Logo Creation

Printing
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Resource Directory
Click on ad to follow link…
Software
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